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Off to a strong start
MANUFACTURER OF WOOD SUBSTITUTE PRODUCT SEES SOLID GROWTH
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TORRINGTON - Nearly a dozen years have passed since Heath Van Eaton envisioned a
sustainable wood substitute product enterprise.
After 10 months of being in business, Van Eaton can say that his commitment and dedication are
paying off. His company, Heartland BioComposites, is gearing up for an expansion.
Heartland produces a wood substitute product out of recycled plastics and wheat straw, which is
more sustainable, environmentally friendly and boasts that it is superior in performance and quality
than commercially available wood, vinyl and other wood plastic composite products.
"Right now we're working with some large corporate retail chains that are anxious to sell our
product," said Van Eaton, the company's founder and president. "We're mainly working on sales and
marketing strategies and how we'll work with them."
Van Eaton has developed a line of fencing called Heartland's PrairieFence, which includes
PrairiePicket, PrairieRail, PrairiePost and PrairieDeck. The line is designed to mirror the look of
natural wood fence, providing a wood grain appearance while offering the long-term durability and
maintenance-free benefits of a wood-plastic product.
The Heartland product line is now officially approved by Build Green Inc., which classifies the
product as passing the "Green Spec List," and is considered environmentally sensible.
"This is a panel process that you go through to get officially classified as green, which is big in the
building industry right now," Van Eaton said. "It's been a lengthy process - about 120-day waiting
period for that classification. And we are also in the final phase of being classified as 'bio-preferred'
by the USDA, which would give us preferential treatment by the feds for our building material
orders."
Heartland has secured distribution with California Cascade, which covers the entire California
market and part of Nevada; Snavely Development Co., which covers the Rocky Mountain region
and Texas; Empire Building Materials in northern Wyoming, parts of Idaho and western South
Dakota; and some new accounts have been set up in Missouri.
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Heartland is putting together a plan for expansion as it is continuing to look into more markets,
including international opportunities. Van Eaton figures the expansion will occur most likely this

Black Hills Stage Lines

coming winter or maybe into the spring.
The company now employs 36 people. Expansion could add 15 jobs to the operation.
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Van Eaton said the management team has done a fine job of getting the plant running efficiently.
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"Our management team has met those challenges and performed well in that area," he added. "So
I'm pleased to say now we have a very well-running plant."
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Heartland is now going through the process of contract signing for the wheat straw which is used in
its product.
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"It's going very successfully," Van Eaton said. "We've had a substantial increase in the level of
participation from southeast Wyoming wheat growers. We are excited about that."
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Van Eaton said Heartland will continue to look at new marketing and sales opportunities.
"They come to us almost every day," he said. "We are continuing our focus on the fencing market,
but we are looking at other things right now to help complement that. Our testing data for product
testing continues to come in favorably."
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